ONE TEAM. ONE RECORD. ONE FOCUS:

OUR PATIENTS

Colleagues Helping you get Ready
CT stands for “Credentialed Trainer,” and they are
important to our success with Epic Inpatient go-live. Why?
Because CTs will teach in-class training for all Inpatient
users. Some of the CTs hired so far come from all areas of
the Health System, so they have real clinical experience at
our hospitals. Having completed their credentialing process
enables them to provide Epic training, which means you can
expect to see colleagues you know and respect helping all
of us get up to speed.
For Annette Rivers, a labor and delivery nurse from
Greenwich Hospital, being a CT is exciting. “Using my
nursing experience, I can help my co-workers move as
smoothly as possible through this change. The whole
training team has been amazing and very supportive of
each other, so I am looking forward to getting further into
training as we close the gap between training and go-live.”

Annette Rivers
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Q&A

Q.

Will we be ready to handle a full schedule
three weeks after go-live while still getting
comfortable with Epic?

A.

Epic training classes fill quickly. Your class might be taught by a CT.

Epic training for Greenwich employees began in midFebruary. “It’s gone amazingly well. Everyone is excited,
very receptive and quick to catch on to the material,”
Rivers says. “All of this makes it even more rewarding
from the CT side.” Joining Rivers as Credentialed
Trainers include Caitlin Muldowney from Greenwich,
Antoinette Perry from the Health System Billing Office
and Nick Tamborrino, a pharmacist from Bridgeport
Hospital. As training gears up at Yale-New Haven and
Bridgeport Hospitals, there will be additional CTs hired.

There is no way around it – we will all be
getting up a steep learning curve the first
three weeks after go-live. It will be important for
clinicians to learn how the system works best for
them and to learn better and more efficient ways
of documenting in Epic rather than doing work the
same way. Don’t be afraid to ask for help from Super
Users and colleagues, and remember that other Epic
clients have found that clinicians who fully embrace
the technology, and practice as much as possible,
get back to full speed quicker. Even after the first
three weeks, staff will likely spend some extra time
finishing work; however, learning will continue and
their comfort level should continue to improve. As
more patients are seen, not every patient will be
“new” to Epic, so we will benefit from information
loaded during previous visits. In time, Epic will enable
staff to work more efficiently and spot patterns
and trends they couldn’t easily see before, helping
improve patient care.

Antoinette Perry

Keep Practicing for
Go-Live
Done with training? Then keep your skills sharp before
go-live by abstracting, the process of validating
information that is pre-loaded into Epic. All staff
members with medical training should abstract at least
25 charts for patient visits. You can also visit the
Playground where you can explore the system’s features
and continue to get comfortable using the system.
To get on the Playground – use your user name and
password given to you during training.
Visit projectepic.ynhh.org and click on “Access the Epic
Playground.”

Protecting Patient Privacy
Implementing an integrated electronic system like
Epic requires that we be diligent in ensuring the
confidentiality of patient records.
Here are some basic reminders:
• Under federal law, Protected Health Information (PHI)
includes any medical information identified as
belonging to a particular patient, or any combination
of medical and personal information.
• Employees each day come in contact with PHI –
medical histories, test results, insurance information
– and are responsible for safeguarding privacy.

• Employees with electronic access may not view the
electronic record of family or friends. Unauthorized
employees caught accessing patient records will face
disciplinary action.
• Additional security measures are in place to protect
patient confidentiality, including the implementation of
a privacy-auditing tool called FairWarning. This breach
detection tool identifies potential inappropriate access
to electronic medical records, including detailed
information about each user access event.

Getting Comfortable
Takes Time
You’ve completed training, explored the Playground, and
abstracted patient records, but you still may feel more
tentative than you might like during the first few days and
weeks after we go-live with Epic.
“There’s no getting around it,” says Andrew Cutney, MD.
“It’s going to take a little time for everyone to feel
comfortable with the system – and just acknowledging
that fact can take some of the pressure off when you first
come face-to-face with patients.”
One approach Cutney suggests is simply to ask the
patients to bear with you, as you get comfortable with
Epic. You can point out that one of the reasons for the
switch to electronic medical records is to make it easier
for patients to gain access to the information they need to
lead healthier lives.

“Patients appreciate the effort and are adjusting with very
positive feedback about the electronic “presence” in the
office. It also provides a good moment to tell them about
MyChart and encourage them to sign up,” noted Cutney.
As a member of NEMG, Dr. Cutney is one of the top five
providers who have patients activating their MyChart
accounts.
Transition to an electronic medical record is necessary for
physicians. The real benefit to providers, like Dr. Cutney
who adopt Epic, comes when data and documentation is
shared across a regional network.
“Efficiency may take time, but I think we can provide
better care and more collaborative care when we share
information,” said Cutney.
Andrew Cutney, MD
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